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Archeological
findings published in
an anthropological
journal
Business report
presented at a
negotiation hearing
Published results of a
scientific experiment

Article found in
Newsweek

Article in Cosmo
or GQ

Bill Clinton’s memoir

Article found in
Miami Herald
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posted online

Harry Potter books

Biography of a
serial killer or a
mysterious crime

Journals, diary
entries, personal
assessments

“How-to” or “Self
Help” books
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Closed Form:
-when your focus is on the subject matter itself and your goal is to communicate
efficiently to maximize clarity. In these cases your aim is to analyze and persuade.
-when you imagine your audience as a busy or harried reader who needs to be able to
read quickly and process ideas rapidly; [when you do not know your audience or your
audience is serious and formal]
-when the conventional genre for your context is closed form writing and you choose to
meet, rather than break, readers’ expectations
-when you encounter any …situation that asks you to assert a thesis in response to a
problem or question
Open Form:
-when you want to delay your thesis rather than announce it in the introduction to create
suspense; a delayed thesis structure is less combative and more friendly; it conveys an
unfolding “let’s think this through together” feeling.
-when your aim is expressive, exploratory, or literary. These aims tend to be served
better through narrative rather than through thesis-with-support writing.
-when you imagine a relaxed, [friendly], audience reading primarily for enjoyment and
pleasure.
-when the conventional genre calls for autobiographical narratives, character sketches, or
personal reflective pieces. Popular magazine articles often have a looser, more open
structure than do scholarly articles or business reports.

